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Introduction.
The aim of this note is to prove that the p-adic periods of an elliptic curve over
a local field with good reduction are congruent to special values of Eisenstein
series of weight one, at least when p &#x3E; 3. That such congruences should exist was
first suggested by Ehud de Shalit, though B. Perrin-Riou [8] had proven that the
p-adic periods of an elliptic curve with good ordinary reduction were p-adic limits
of such special values (this was also shown by de Shalit [2], apparently
independently, when the curve has complex multiplication). That such limit
formulas should exist was itself an earlier conjecture of R. Yager [10].
The crux of the matter is that both the periods and the Eisenstein series can be
directly constructed in terms of a single geometric object, the universal extension
of the elliptic curve by a vector group. In fact, it is clear from Messing’s original
construction of the universal extension of a p-divisible group (as a limit of
push-out diagrams) that universal extensions can be used to compute periods. On
the other hand, Katz gave an algebraic construction of the weight one Eisenstein
series which depends on a different description of the universal extension: one in
which the universal extension classifies line bundles of degree zero on the elliptic
curve with a flat connection. That these two methods of constructing the
universal extension really define the same object was first proven by Mazur and
Messing [6]. However it seems difficult to extract a concrete isomorphism
between the two constructions from [6], and so 1 have given another proof of this
result in Section 2.
The methods used are completely algebraic, so our main result (Theorem 3.3) is
applicable not just to elliptic curves over local fields, but to elliptic curves over
more general rings (e.g. the universal curve over the ring of modular forms). 1 do
not know whether the ideas contained here could be used to study the p-adic
periods of abelian varieties of larger dimension, since we make essential use of the
Weierstrass form of the elliptic curve.
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Section 1. Universal extensions and

periods

Let p be a prime, and S a scheme on which p is nilpotent, or a formal scheme for
the p-adic topology. We begin by describing the period map

associated to a p-divisible group G on S [9]); here 6 denotes the p-divisible dual of
G, and for any group scheme H we let WH denote the cotangent space of H along
the identity section. By "big" Cartier duality for G, there is an isomorphism

and p

is defined to be the

composite

It is not difficult to check that when S is the spectrum of the
a local field, 03B2 is the same as the dual of the map das in Tate’s
[9]. There is a similar homomorphism

for any finite group scheme H on S defined

ring of integers in
original definition

by

where 7? is the Cartier dual of H.
Let G(n) denote the kernel of p" in G. If pN - 0 on S, then for any n &#x3E; N we have
Lie G
Lie G(n) ([5] 113.3.17) and therefore WG 03C9G(n)· Thus if pn . 0, the period
map p factors through 03B1G(n):
=

In Theorem 3.3

=

we will compute the period map for an elliptic curve mod powers
of p by precisely this method.
For any finite H, the map aH is the universal example of a homomorphism
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H - M, for M

a

quasi-coherent

M on S there is

quasi-coherent
a

sheaf on S ([6] 1.4); in other words for any
functorial isomorphism

given by composition with aH. This is the key point behind Messing’s
construction ([5], [6] 1.8) of the universal extension of a p-divisible group on S by
a vector group. In brief, it goes
form the extension

as

follows:

Then the universal extension is obtained
universal homomorophism:

if pN = 0 on S, then for any n &#x3E; N we

by pushing out

1.6 with respect to the

that the bottom row of 1.7 is universal, we apply RHom( , M) for any
quasi-coherent M on S and note that the connecting homomorphism is an
To

see

isomorphism

Extl(G, M)

Hom(G(n), M)

(1.8)

since Hom(G, M) 0 and p" 0 on Ext1(G, M). This means that any extension of
G by M is obtained from 1.6 by pushing out with respect to some homomorphism
G(n) ~ M; then 1.5 says that any such extension is obtained by pushing out the
bottom row of 1.7.
It should -be clear now from the construction that the universal extension can
be used to give another description of the period map fl, and therefore of the maps
ocG(,,) if p" = 0 on S. In fact, if p" = 0 on S, then we can map the universal extension
to itself by multipication by p" :
=

=
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The

connecting homomorphism

Explicitly,

if P is

a

point

of

in the snake lemma is

G(n) and Q

is

a

point

a

homomorphism

of Guniv

lying

over

P, then

FORMULA 1.11.

Proof. If we map the diagram 1.7 to
lemma is functorial in its data, we get

itself by p" and remember that the snake
a commutative diagram

The top arrow is the identity; in fact it is the
when 1.6 is mapped to itself by p".

connecting map in the snake lemma

COROLLARY 1.12.

When S is the spectrum of the integer ring of a local field and G is the p-divisible
group of an abelian variety, 1.12 was proven by Coleman using his theory of
p-adic integrals ([1], final note).

Section 2. The universal extension of
An abelian scheme f : A - S

where Â

=

over

an

abelian scheme

any base has

a

universal extension

([6] 1.9):

Pic°(A) is the dual abelian scheme to A. If pn = 0 on S, then Ani, can

be constructed

by

the

same

procedure

as

in Section 1, i.e.

by pushing

out
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in fact the same argument applies verbatim. In particular, the universal extension
of the p-divisible group of A is obtained by pulling back 2.1 by A(oo) 4 A, and the
period map TpA --+- coÂ can be computed in the same way.
If A is an abelian scheme, then the universal extension of the dual of A has
a particularly nice description due, 1 believe, to Mazur and Messing [6]. If AIS is
the Zariski sheaf on S associated to the
an abelian scheme, we denote by

Pa(A)

presheaf
U H

{isomorphism classes

of (Y, ~)}

where Y is a line bundle on U and V is an integrable connection of Y. The sheaf
P4(A) is actually representable by a smooth group scheme on S which following
[6] we will call P(A). The forgetful functor (Y, ~) ~ Y defines a group
homomorphism P4(A) -+ Pic(A), whose image is the set of line bundles with De
Rham chern class zero. As the set of connections on the trivial line bundle is
canonically 03C9A, we have an exact sequence

of S-groups. We define E a to be the inverse image of Pic’(A/S) in P4 (A), so that we
have

exact sequence

an

Mazur and Messing interpret 2.3 as a piece of a long exact sequence
from the hypercohomology of the multiplicative De Rham complex

There is

which

a

canonical

(given

where fij
Then if

isomorphism

open

cover

{ui}

of

A)

arises from the

assignment

the transition functions for ,2 and the 1-form coi represents
apply Rf. to the exact sequence of complexes

are

we

some

arising

~|ui.
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we

get

an

exact sequence

If we recall 2.5 and the isomorphism 03C9A ~ f*(03A91A/S), it is not difficult to check that
2.6 is the same as 2.3.
From our point of view, the most important result of the first section of [6] is
the following description of the univesal extension of Pic°(A/S ), which can be
deduced from loc. cit. 2.6.7, 3.2.1, and 4.2.1. Since it is fundamental for what we
want to do here, 1 have seen fit to give a new proof of this result.
THEOREM 2.7. The extension 2.4

is the universal extension

of Pic’(A/S).

We first reduce to the case when there is a prime p nilpotent on S, using
the same argument as [6] p. 24. By universality and rigidity of the universal
extension, we may assume that S Spec(R) is affine. One checks easily that the
functor A H E (A) is compatible with arbitrary change of base. Since the same is
true of the universal extension, we may assume that R is absolutely finitely
generated over Z. What we must show is that in the morphism of exact sequences

Proof.

=

obtained from

universality, the map y is an isomorphism. Since R is absolutely
finitely generated, it is enough to check this after reducing modulo mn for any
maximal ideal m of R and any n 1. But if R is finitely generated, any m contains
some prime number p, and then this p is nilpotent in R/m".
We suppose, then, that pn 0, and will show that the extension 2.4 is a pushout
=

of

by

the

negative

of the universal homomorohism
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We

begin with

a

diagram

of

triangles

in the category of complexes of sheaves on S up to homotopy; the horizontal lines
are actually exact triangles in Db(A), and f3 is given by the commutative diagram

In fact 2.9 is

a morphism of triangles in the derived category; the
is
square
obviously commutative, and the left-hand square is
commutative up to homotopy. Applying Rf. gives a commutative diagram

actually

right-hand

whose first

row

gives

We

with,

and it is

enough

the usual identification of

can

then rewrite this

as

to prove

LEMMA 2.10.

which

we

will do

by showing

that the difference of

R 1 f*(P)

and - a

can

be
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extended to a homomorphism Pis0(A/S) ~ f*03A91A/S, which is necessarily zero.
This will be done by a direct computation using cocycles.
Proof of 2.10. We first describe R1f* (03B2). Let 2E pn Pic’(A/S), let {u03B1}03B1 be an
open cover trivializing .2, and let {f03B103B2} be the 1-cocycle corresponding to 2.
Then we have

for a set of {g03B1}03B1 ~ L0(Ox). Since p"
element of f*03A91A/S, and R’f*(fl) is

= 0 on S,

we see

that the

dg03B1/g03B1

define

an

we must describe the universal morphism a. First, if G is any finite group,
recall the 03B1G is the map which to any point g E G, viewed as a homomorphism
g: G ^ ~ Gm, assigns the pullback by identity section of the 1-form g*(dT/T) on G.
Now when G P. Pic’(A/S), the isomorphism pn Pic0(A/S) ~ Hom(pnA, Gn) can
be explicated geometrically as follows: any action of pn A on the trivial sheaf (9A
extending its action by translation of A is equivalent, by descent, to a line bundle
S on A with trivial pullback by p" : A -+ A. By the theorem of the square, the set of
such S is just pnPicO(AjS). On the other hand, since A is an abelian scheme, an
action of pn A on the trivial sheaf is the same as an element of Hom( pnA, Gm),
whence the canonical isomorphism

Next,

=

In terms of cocyles, this isomorphism can be calculated as follows.
be
an
open cover of A such that Y is trivial on every element of {pnu03B1}03B1
{u03B1}03B1
and f’03B103B2 be the 1-cocycle corresponding to £f for this family; then since [pn]*Y is
trivial, we must have

(c.f. [7] §15).
Let

for a set of {h03B1} E B0(O ). From the above equation, we see that for any 03B4 E pn A
such that ô + f1I1cx = OIlcx (e.g., ô in the connected component of pnA) the family
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{h03B1(x)/h03B1(x + 03B4)}

defines

a

global

section of

OA,

i.e.

a

constant, and in fact the

homomorphism

is just the restriction to the connected component of pnA of
the isomorphism

constructed earlier. From this

can

be written

we

the image of 2 under

conclude that the universal

homomorphism

as

Suppose, finally, that 2 is any line bundle in Pic°(A/S). Then by the theorem of
the square, the line bundle Ypn ~ [pn]* Y-1 is trivial. Choosing an open
covering {u03B1} of A such that 2 is trivial on each u03B1 and each pnu03B1, and letting
f03B103B2, f’03B103B2 be the cocycles corresponding to u03B1 and pnu03B1, we see that there is
a 0-cochain {b03B1} such that

and that

homomorphism PicO(AjS) -+ f*03A91A/S (of course, it’s zero).

On the other
take
can
we
2.11
and
2.12
that
from
hand,
b03B1 = g03B1 - h03B1 whenever
fil E pnPicO(AjS); i.e. the restriction of 2.13 to pnPic0(A/S) is exactly R If, (fi) + a.
This concludes the proof of 2.10, and with it the proof of 2.7.

defines

a

we see

REMARK 2.14. The minus

sign

is 2.10

means

that if we

use

the

procedure

of
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Section 1.11 with the exact sequence 2.4,
negative of the period map.

we

will

actually wind up computing the

Section 3. Eisenstein series
From

now on we

will deal with

an

elliptic curve EIS and its universal extension

are identifying E -r Ê). We will also take S = Spec(R) to be affine.
Fix an integer N &#x3E; 4 and an Nth root of unity 03B6N. If A is a Z[N-1, 03B6N]-algebra,
then a modular form on 03931(N) defined over A is a rule which, to any triple
E/B, w, P), where B is an A-algebra, E is an elliptic curve over B, (O is a differential
on E, and P is a point of exact order N on E, assigns an element f(E, 03C9, P) E B, and
satisfies the following conditions:

(we

(i) f(E, 03C9, P) depends only on the isomorphism class of (E, m, P).
(ii) f is compatible with arbitrary extension of scalars B ~ B’.
(iii) the q-expansion of f belongs to B[[q]].
Finally f is said to have weight k if

The functor

B ~ {isomorphism classes

of

triples (E, cv, P)

over

BI

represented by a regular Z[N-1, 03B6N]-scheme X1(N), and if we denote by
f : E - X1 (N), the universal curve and set WE f*Q1jS, then the modular forms
on rl(N) of weight k defined over A are just the elements of H’(X 1 (N), 03C9~k) with
first-order poles at the cusps.
Dénote by Eaff the complement of the zero section of the universal curve on
Xi(N). Then any section s: Eaff ~ Euniv of n in 3.1 defines a modular form on
03931(N) of weight one; the idea (which is due to Katz [4]) runs as follows. If P is
the tautological point of order N on the universal curve E, then there is a unique
point puniv on E°""’ of exact order N lying over P ([4] C.1.1). Uniqueness is clear
since N is invertible on X1(N), hence on COE. As to existence, if Q is any point of
Euniv lying above P, then NQ E WE and thus N-1(NQ) makes sense as an element
is

=

of 03C9E. We must then have
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Of

course we can

take

Q

=

Then the modular form of

s(P) since P 1=

weight

one

0. We

now

corresponding

define

to

s

is defined

by

([4] C.4).
A particular choice of s will make A1 equal to the Eisenstein series whose
transcendental expression is the following: if Ec C/L is an elliptic curve over
=

C with differential

in

cv

=

dz, and P

=

z

mod L, then

which 03B6 is the Weierstrass zero-function,

parallelogram

A is the

area

of the

period-

of L, and

One does this as follows (c.f. [4]). To specify a section Eaff ~ Euniv of 1t one must, in
view of Theorem 2.5, endow any nontrivial line bundle of degree zero on E with
an integrable connection in a universal way. Given the well-known dictionary
([4] C.1.2) between connection on line bundles on a curve and differentials of the
third kind, this means that for every divisor on E of the form (P) - (0) one must
choose in a universal way a differential of the third kind cop with residues 1, -1 at
P, O. This is always possible if 6 is invertible on the base; in fact if we choose
a generator u of WE’ then (Eaff, w) has a unique representation in Weierstrass form

and if P

=

(a, b),

we can

take

(cf [4] C.2.1). A simple transcendental calculation (loc. cit. C.6, C.7) shows that for
this section s, the corresponding form defined by 3. 2 is the one described above.
We

can now

prove

our

main result:
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that R is flat over Z[03B6pn] and let EIR be an elliptic curve
R. Suppose that p &#x3E; 5 and that P E E(P), P 1= 0 is a point of order p". Then for
any generator cv of WE we have
over

and

5 we can invert 6 in R if necessary. Set Q
s(P), where s has
in the previous paragraph. Then by 1.10, 1.11, and 2.14, we have

Proof. Since p
been chosen

as

=

On the other hand,

and

over

R~

Z[p-’]

we

have

so

whence

Since R is flat

and that the
theorem.

over

Z, the above equality of elements of 03C9E ~ Z[p-1] shows that

equality actually

holds in 03C9E.

Comparing

with 3.4

yields

the
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